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The tyranny of fascination. 

In this exegesis I will discuss the photographic works that I have constructed during 

it depicts.

not.

exclusive.
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Merely strange or demonstrably weird? 

‘Marlboro man’

These are essentially what the witches in Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’

(1)

and the ritualistic in photography have only increased with the advent of digital technol

gies.

(1).
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(2) “I photograph to see what the world looks like in photographs” 

photo history we see countless people depicted now as they were then, and this with the 

(2)
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depending upon what they have seen in the past, what they have experienced, and of 
(3) 

Conversations with dead poets

‘The work of art in the age of its technological reproducibility’ 

forced into line with ideological viewpoints which devalued individual production in 

‘Camera Lucida’

 

(3).
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responds to that theory. 

Fig. 2

The photographic object.
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‘winter garden photograph’
the photograph.

 

(4), a photo

(4).

prescient ideas.
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(5)

artifact.

Fig. 3

(5)
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Photographic re-production as a means of evolution.

physical traits evolve at plague speeds.

Fig. 4

The exponential growth of the presence of photographs in daily life over the past eight
een decades has allowed people to view a world which they will not necessarily have 

places. 
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ed, or suchlike, it is still an inscription of an original thing, or things.

Fig. 5

Guernica’

Edvard Munch’s ‘Scream’
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‘Scream’ “The shriek of 
nature”

‘Farside’ or ‘The Simpsons’ 
(6)

Fig. 6

happen.

(6).
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Fig. 7
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(7)

(7).

to it.
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wanted to. 

Fig. 8
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(8)

Fig. 9

(8)
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 (9)

logical experience

Fig. 10

(9)
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Fig. 11

(10)

(10).
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Fig. 12

Tigerousity true?

 

(11)

batman

certain associated negative potentialities. I could take you to a zoo perhaps, and then 

11).

“The work of art…” 
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(12). 

Fig. 13

Tigerity does, nevertheless, speak to tigerousity, and each in turn affects peoples per

(12).
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with each other and to detourne each other.

Fig. 14
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of a person’s hand.

cessful negotiation of this tension.

(13) processes, 

as their eyes.

Cartes de visite’ or perhaps, 

(14)

(13)

(14)
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gallery presentation of a photograph. In interacting with art photography as a physically 

shown as wall pieces, these are created digitally in a variety of sizes and using a variety 

I have also created the works on glass that are on the walls, these are intended as a link
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Fig. 15
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Fig. 16
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Fig. 17
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Fig. 18
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Fig. 19
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Fig. 20
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